
DuckTales Legacy & Adriana Pendleton
Confirmation

USA, September 10, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- This is the main

reason that Disney had an extra

important announcement with all of

this required content accepted and

officially confirmed to be in

development for good, experiencing

destiny and reaching out to the

audience. Both announcements are

published live on Digital Journal and all

the information is very accurate and

true. Of course, every US TV news

media will eventually talk about them.

Don’t forget to share this great exciting

news announcement to tell everyone.

At this rate, DuckTales Legacy is a new

DuckTales 2017 animated show (not a

spin-off) related to Amphibia which

would actually have a proper perfect

epic story and more strong events in

stories to enjoy and watch, scheduled

to be released on January 15 with the

powerful richest Adriana Pendleton

media franchise scheduled for January

14 with  100% confirmation and

acceptance without further delay or

cancellation.

A brand-new surprise has arrived…

Let’s forget DuckTales 2017 Season 4 and the Darkwing Duck reboot. DuckTales Legacy and the

Adriana Pendleton franchise are likely to have a Winning Academy Award.

Featuring 18 accurate information facts for making DuckTales Legacy a true legend:

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://digitaljournal.com/pr/ducktales-legacy-celebrating-5th-anniversary-of-getting-more-viewers-for-milo-murphys-law-season-3
https://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/all-about-the-upcoming-adriana-pendleton-including-the-whole-franchise


1. The selected episodes including

“Path to Redemption”, “Friends”,

“McDuck and McQuack”, “Knowledge

Adventure”, “Best Scottish Brothers”,

“The Advanced Triplet”, “Enchanted”,

“Friends Forever”, “The Power and the

Prize”, “True Colors”, “The Right Team”,

“The One and Only Scrooge McDuck!”,

and “Best Friends Forever” have epic

strong moments and true plots.

2. It celebrates the DuckTales Reboot’s

5th Anniversary and possibly helps to

obtain more viewers for Milo Murphy’s

Law Season 3 with the new character

Violeta Lauren Viberly.

3. This Disney+ original animated

series is rated TV-Y7-FV which is

produced in 2:35:1 anamorphic

widescreen picture format and 4K Ultra

HD by Toonz Media Group, only in

English language (version, subtitles &

audio). The animation style and

technique is smooth (since Disenchantment) without errors and some of the Amphibia

animation resources are reused. Episodes’ runtime is approximately 45 min and the show’s

genres are action, adventure, animation, comedy, coming-of-age, drama, family, fantasy, musical,

and sitcom.

4. The story always in the real world is happening after F.O.W.L.’s defeat and the Taurus Bulba

incident. Now the time has come for the prophecy to reveal their destiny as true ultimate hero

legends were in action to challenge and get this right, obtaining a rare experience. This

show/story would take in a different location/place in the year 1874 like Amphibia, not in

Duckburg as the backgrounds in DuckTales 2017/Amphibia art style are mixed together.

5. All the main plots/primary stories are only focused on a single attention in the whole show.

6. 5 true main characters are officially branded as The Right Team, an experienced powerful

legendary group name merged with the Original Trio/Quartet/Quintet altogether. These ultimate

heroes are all completely fearless (never afraid of all the scary things even in Halloween), team

experts, very heroic, totally super, have powerful energy and high intelligence,mostly

encouraged and confidently brave. All these true best friends had an unbreakable friendship,



strong relationship, having a better lifetime for the rest of their lives, never failing when winning,

having encouragement, being invincible, mighty proud, doing the right things correctly and

legally, have no fears/phobias/jumpscares, always facing any danger, monsters or villains when

they’re about to get ready to fight against it and never run away, very capable of advancing their

performance, receiving a high grade of excellence, never

shuddering/shaking/screaming/shrieking in fear or happiness, mastering their

acknowledgement, performing expert abilities and skills, learning their average performance,

challenging perfectly, have talents that they never lose, catch anything (even using one hand),

really and incredibly strong, participating in challenges, easily hear and notice something

suspicious behind then suddenly turned around to encounter it, great fighters dodge at the right

time, aim every targets very carefully and correctly, jump high enough, have no accidents or

disasters, perfectly balanced, keeping their balance steady, always get the right timing, looking

out to find something suspicious and mysterious that almost near, finding the right way that

they never get lost, easily getting back up themselves by springing into the air, achieve their

outstanding goals and becoming famous later on while they have great advantage, participating

in their sporty lifestyle skills and abilities in their gymnastic movements, sometimes flipping in

the air, currently learning and training. Their regular outfits are kept during the whole show and

they have magic wands/special legendary weapons equipped and geared.

7. The verified official website, all verified official social media accounts and verified official

YouTube channel of this new show is likely to become popular, top-rated, permanently live and

stay forever, have more great and positive reviews/satisfied customers with comments and 5-

star rating by Trustpilot displaying on the website, rank #1 on Google, information on the

website about The Right Team is ultimately famously popular, highly recommended, and the

only most powerful best trusted reliable cartoon character group in the world that everyone can

trust more than the other cartoon character groups, reach a million views/followers, and all

completely 100% real, legit and safe. Also, a magic powerful protective extension tool (100%

working & completely free) will be developed that protects the customers, preventing them from

getting into trouble, bypassing to win. That makes all this content highly effective and accurate of

what would become the best trusted service ever.

8. DuckTales Legacy is a tribute to Amphibia, which have improved styles in the story to make an

outstanding rate, full of successful participation and high intelligence.

9. Magic elements/powers, gift, friendship and beauty are part of adult life in the true story

including learning advantage and redemption. Scrooge represents the pink power of strength,

Glomgold represents the green power of intelligence, and Gandra represents the blue power of

heart. Their color powers are moderately darker.

10. This is truly positive to see how much the story plays confidently strongly, better than the

main reboot show. One of the characters randomly sometimes says the weird keywords “heck”,

“dang”, “crud” or “shoot” in dialogue if things go strange. 



11. Beakley, Glomgold and Launchpad needed to start their new friendship and become friends,

branding the name as the Advanced Triplet. Glomgold no longer has his own company and he

becomes a Mighty Heroic Mastermind which now has a positive relationship. Scrooge is wearing

a whole new outfit since from the flashback in a DuckTales episode, “The Richest Duck in the

World!” instead of a red one, and Launchpad always wears his regular outfit and no secondary

outfit since wearing it in a DuckTales episode, “Let's Get Dangerous!”. “Path to Redemption” is the

first and an Original Quartet episode about Beakley and Launchpad treating and helping

Glomgold to redeem and becoming a trusted ally/best friend to Scrooge.

12. No original music playing during the story, opening/closing themes (T.J. Hill) and cover songs

(Mark Mothersbaugh) recorded and composed using real instruments. Also the instrumental

versions of the cover songs are available. All the sounds are mastered and mixed in an

environmental effect, produced in Dolby Digital 7.1 like in CGI media.

13. No wildlife, no villains and no recurring/other characters appear in the show, and even no

location pictures showing up randomly in every episode. All the DuckTales 2017

things/locations/objects are never returned, and only all Amphibia references included.

14. The DuckTales 2017 & DuckTales Legacy official poster featuring 5 selected main characters,

second one will feature 19 supporting characters, and the books/ebooks are published with

book art illustrations with ITC Galliard Bold font used for writing and placed on every picture.

15. The intros, episode titles and end credits are used from all versions and styles of Amphibia.

Bentina Beakley is credited in the end instead of Mrs. Beakley.

16. The show has only one season (more than 20-80 episodes) and this is a DuckTales

2017/Amphibia mixed art style show.

17. Flashback or vision scene vignette effect, disturbing/intense black silhouette scenes (with red

or white background), shocking and surprising scenes with saturated lines and all kinds of

foreshadowing scenes (sometimes with streamlines or close-ups) are reused from Amphibia but

slightly different, much darker, more enhanced and improved. They are used from a few or some

episodes.

18. It deserves a happy ending by making the story created for living happily ever after.

Definitely, Sadie Croaker is Hop Pop’s true love interest/girlfriend, Grime magically recovered his

right arm which he’s no longer an amputee, and King Andrias becomes a good king/Captain

Grime’s brother. The emblem of The Right Team will be created according to the idol poster.

The Right Team Character Group Arrangement:

● Original Trio: Scrooge McDuck, Flintheart Glomgold, and Gandra Dee

● Original Quartet: Scrooge McDuck, Flintheart Glomgold, Launchpad McQuack, and Bentina

Beakley



● Original Quintet: Scrooge McDuck, Flintheart Glomgold, Gandra Dee, Launchpad McQuack, and

Bentina Beakley

The Right Team claimed, owned and equipped their legendary weapons:

● Scrooge obtained a Kingdom Sword, similar and little different to Anne Boonchuy's, with a

laser sword (in the right size), similar and little different to

King Andrias’.

● Glomgold obtained 2 swords and a dagger, similar and little different to Sasha Waybright's.

● Gandra obtained a crossbow, similar and little different to Marcy Wu's.

● Launchpad obtained and installed his retractable hooked claws installed under on top of his

sleeves, similar and little different to General Yunan's.

● Beakley obtained her laser gun, similar and little different to Lady Olivia's.

All the characters are heroes and they are good to each other. The legendary fictional cartoon

character Adriana Pendleton gave last/middle names and named them Leif Topaz Plantar (with

middle name), Barrel Rozankovic, Toadie Toadstool, Beatrix Loredan, Yunan Delacey Tanimoto,

Olivia Beaumont Mayweather and Grime Devereux even Adriana recovered Grime’s right arm, he

is no longer an amputee as Anna Marie Boonchuy and Eamon Walter debuts to Disney. 5 main

characters are in DuckTales 2017 style and 19 supporting characters are in Amphibia style - all

wearing current regular outfits from the present time and originally speaking in an American

accent (US English).

In the sneak peak, Adriana Pendleton (Taylor Louderman), Luz Noceda (Sarah-Nicole Robles),

Anne Boonchuy (Brenda Song), Cricket Green (Chris Houghton), and Molly McGee (Ashly Burch)

found a surprise of what is something new coming up by Anna Boonchuy (Brenda Song), Leif

Plantar (Cassandra Lee Morris), Barrel Rozankovic ( Jason Ritter), and Eamon Walter (Nat Faxon)

created and showed the presentation of DuckTales Legacy comparing to Amphibia. This video is

likely how it’s expected to be made before the trailer.

Highly experienced to inspire everyone to watch the show and have fun, deserves more rich love,

inspiration, and great positive reviews (5-stars) to show how much we care and enjoy the brand-

new thing. This animated show would likely be a critical success with all the professional quality

and everything that fans would really believe that they like to share it anywhere around the

world. Hopefully, this series is 100% guaranteed and approved that is likely and truly to be

made.

The video thumbnails (proper screenshots) were edited by adjusting the contrast just like the

Amphibia ones, and the subtitles style of Disney movies (Encanto & Frozen II) on Disney+.

DuckTalesmust have good and proper major changes correctly to make this accurate in the right

place:

● Scrooge (wearing a new outfit from DuckTales Legacy and holding his Kingdom Sword),

Glomgold (become Scrooge's best friend, Mighty Heroic Mastermind and his true trusted ally

after redemption, having his dagger equipped on his belt), Launchpad (having his retractable



hooked claws installed under on top of his sleeves hidden with holding his phone), and Beakley

(with her laser gun in her pocket) are the 4 true main characters of the Original Quartet, and they

are all smiling, featuring in the poster. All the weapons are Amphibia-styled and enhanced and

they are in DuckTales Legacy.

● This Epcot interactive game attraction is ultimately fun and popular that will permanently live

forever and never be replaced by something or defunct.

● The music features “That's What You Do For a Friend” cover (key of Db as the new original key

signature with the same style and BPM, remixed with warm pad, orchestra & recorded by real

instruments) from The Swan Princess

II: Escape From Castle Mountain as a Disney song, and even the instrumental version is also

available.

● The game brings strong friendship, magic, power and the faith of adventure.

● This game is now confirmed and scheduled to open in January 20, 2023 while it is still closed

during COVID-19 for the refurbishment and construction in a special maintenance.

● This game would be about Taurus Bulba is Flintheart Glomgold’s headmaster/arch-nemesis,

and a evil tyrant who takes control of the enemies, now branding his own company’s name Bulba

Corporation which destroys Glomgold Industries permanently; showing in the anamorphic

cinematic trailer following the story of Taurus Bulba is acting friendly, until he revealed his true

nature, turning truly evil. Then, Glomgold Industries Tower gets

destroyed by the energy-based cannon on top of St. Canard Tower fired by Taurus Bulba, which

now results in Glomgold possibly losing his company permanently. This makes Taurus Bulba the

most dangerous villain and the main antagonist who is truly evil who won and is ready to get

revenge on Glomgold to outdo and kill him. Even so, Bulba also erased the Original Quartet's

memories (including Gandra’s when she's taken captive by King

Aldrich) of all the events, Duck Family, adventures and the other characters from the first

DuckTales reboot show so The Right Team couldn’t remember what they were doing in the past,

but their memories of their friendships are currently kept and they will always be together,

highly understandable as they believe. Now the Original Quartet must throw a unstoppable fight

to take all of the villains down, defeat Bulba and rescue Gandra (the final true main character,

Scrooge's second best friend and have her crossbow) from Aldrich Leviathan and Pete, even they

both are Taurus Bulba’s partners. Also they are all featured in the poster too.

● Della, Donald, Huey, Dewey, Louie, Webby, Goldie and the Sunchaser plane are removed from

the poster and the game as they don't belong in both of them. Gandra Dee, Taurus Bulba,

Aldrich Leviathan, Pete, Falcon Graves, Gabby McStabberson, Hack and Slash Smashnikov are

added to the game.

● In the anamorphic cinematic trailer, the same animation style/technique of the energy laser

cannon shoots directly to the tower and destroys in a shattering explosion was reused from the

Amphibia episode “True Colors” but more enhanced and improved. Good luck and stay tuned for

this upcoming event! Disney will soon announce these 3 contents with the official websites:

adrianapendleton.com and ducktaleslegacy.com, helping to support us and develop all of this

great imaginative change for an activity while making a surprise to become a true reality. No

delay and much guaranteed; all of these content are expected to be released with authority.



Robert Iger

Disney
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